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Both lay and scientific literature confirm that preventable medical errors remain a major source of morbidity and mortality in US hospitals, responsible for upwards of 400,000 hospital deaths per year. Over the past decade, Patel and colleagues have carefully documented the reasons medical errors occur, with special appreciation for the role of complexity in clinical situations. Due to that complexity, and in recognition of the fallibility of human care, the issue quickly becomes how to mitigate errors before patients are adversely affected. It should be noted that to help ensure safe care, medical institutions rely on peer review of physicians, nurses, pharmacists and other care providers to administer education and/or penalties, up to and including dismissal from the staff. However, peer review occurs after an adverse event has occurred, and after a patient has been injured or worse. Thus, peer review cannot serve as an ideal mechanism to prevent harm.

In the absence of human perfection, how can patient harm be prevented? Health information technology (HIT) has been shown to play a protective role by providing context-sensitive information displays, computerized provider order entry, bar code medication administration and automated real-time warnings and alerts. Conversely, HIT systems have been shown to significantly alter care processes and introduce new types of errors, thus adding to clinical complexity rather than mitigating it. Like humans, HIT systems are not perfectible. Patel and colleagues advocate real-world clinical simulation as a method for care providers to appreciate, detect and correct errors in a safe environment. Simulation training is considered crucial in high-reliability organizations (HROs) such as commercial aviation, naval aviation, air traffic control and nuclear power. The rationale for simulation is to introduce anomalies, errors and system failures for human operators to experience, mitigate, control and learn from in a safe environment without human lives at stake. Thus, the experience and learning from a simulation exercise is in recovery from errors or system failures. Clinical learning through error generation, as advocated by Patel, is a powerful tool that has been little used in medical training or ongoing education. Simulation can provide the complexity, interruptions, time pressure and information overload that is representative of the real-world clinical environment. Since care providers operate with actual or virtual teams, clinical simulation needs to include other team members to fully parallel the clinical experience.

High reliability is a worthy and reasonable goal for healthcare, considering that the 400,000 preventable US hospital deaths per year are equivalent to six fully loaded Boeing 737 aircraft crashing everyday, with total loss of life. HROs identify potential process defects and correct them to avoid the consequences of errors. HROs also create a culture in which safety is the core value, rather than expediency or other values. Adoption of a culture of safety, careful implementation of HIT, robust process improvement and clinical simulation can produce a healthcare environment in which inevitable errors and systematic failures do not reach patients and the need for peer review becomes rare.
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